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1 Jets at CDF

Jets have been studied by the CDF Collaboration [1] as a means of search-
ing for new particles and interactions, testing a variety of perturbative QCD
predictions, and providing input for the global parton distribution function
(PDF) �ts. Unless otherwise indicated below, the jets were reconstructed us-
ing a cone algorithm [2] with cone radius R = 0:7 from data taken at the
Fermilab Tevatron collider in Run 2, 2001-2003, with

p
s = 1:96 TeV. Cen-

tral jets, in the pseudorapidity range relative to �xed detector coordinates
0:1 < j�j < 0:7, are used.

2 The Inclusive Jet Cross Section versus Transverse

Energy

A measurement has been made of the inclusive jet cross section using 177 pb�1

of data. This cross section, which probes a distance scale below 10�17 cm, stim-
ulated interest in obtaining improved precision on PDFs when initial Run 1
measurements [3] showed an excess of data over theoretical expectations at
high transverse energy (ET). The analysis uncouples the systematic shift in
the cross section associated with the combined e�ects of energy mismeasure-
ment and resolution limitation of the detector from the statistical uncertainty
on the data. The data span an ET range of 44{550 GeV, extending the upper
limit from Run 1 by almost 150 GeV. The data are compared to next-to-
leading (NLO) QCD predictions using the CTEQ6.1 PDF set [4] and found
to be in good agreement. Figure 1 shows the ratio of measured and predicted
cross sections as a function of ET.
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Fig. 1. The ratio of measured and predicted cross sections as a function of ET. The
gray band indicates the combined experimental systematic uncertainty. The solid
lines represent the uncertainty associated with choice of PDF.

3 The Dijet Mass Spectrum

The dijet mass spectrum has been examined for evidence of new particles.
A general search has been made for narrow resonances, and a direct search
has been made for several particle types. The dijet masses were �tted to a
smooth background function plus a mass resonance to obtain 95% con�dence
level upper limits on the cross section for production of new particles, as a
function of mass M . The upper limit is compared to cross section predic-
tions for axigluons [5], avor universal colorons [6], excited quarks [7], and
E6 diquarks [8]. At 95% CL, the search excludes a model of axigluons and
colorons in the range 200 < M < 1130 GeV/c2, a model of excited quarks in
the range 200 < M < 760 GeV/c2, and a model for E6 diquarks in the range
280 < M < 420 GeV/c2. Figure 2 shows the production cross section times
branching ratio upper limits for 75 pb�1 of data.

4 Jet Shapes

Jets shapes may be characterized in di�erential and integrated form as �(r)
and 	(r), respectively, where r is a track's radial distance from the jet
axis. The di�erential and integrated jet shapes are described by the aver-
age fraction of the jet's transverse energy that lies inside an annulus and
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Fig. 2. The production cross section times branching ratio upper limits for new
particles decaying to dijets, for 75 pb�1 of data.

a cone, respectively, concentric with the jet cone axis in the plane de-
�ned by pseudorapidity (�) and azimuthal angle (�) relative to the de-
tector. For an annulus of thickness �r and a cone of radius R, we de-
�ne the di�erential distribution of a jet containing Njets jets as: �(r) =
1

Njet

1
�r

P
jetsET(r ��r=2; r +�r=2)=ET(0; R). We further de�ne the inte-

grated distribution by: 	(r) = 1
Njet

P
jetsET(0; r)=ET(0; R). A total of 75 pb�1

of data from calorimeter towers and from tracks in the central tracking cham-
ber was examined, and the results were compared to leading order Monte
Carlo predictions. Figures 3 and 4 show typical results for the di�erential and
integrated distributions, respectively. One sees that HERWIG produces jets
that are narrower than data, especially in the forward regions, but that the jet
description improves with ET. PYTHIA describes jet shapes fairly well but
produces jets narrower than the data in some kinematic regions, in particular
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at low ET. Figure 5 demonstrates, with an integrated jet shape measurement
applied in three pseudorapidity regions for �xed cone opening angle R = 0:4,
that jets narrow as jet transverse energy increases.

Fig. 3. The measured uncorrected di�erential jet shapes, �(r), as computed using
calorimetric information, in di�erent regions of jet ET and �, compared to Monte
Carlo predictions.

5 Jet Algorithms

The cone and kT [9] algorithms have been compared. The kT algorithm,
which successively merges pairs of nearby objects in order of decreasing ET ,
uses a parameter D to control the end of merging. The cone algorithm com-
bines tracks into jets on the basis of their location relative to a cone of ra-
dius R in �-� space. For the purpose of comparing the algorithms, we set
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Fig. 4. The measured uncorrected integrated jet shapes, 	(r), as computed using
calorimetric information, in di�erent regions of jet ET and �, compared to Monte
Carlo predictions.

�R �
p
(�cone � �kT )

2 + (�cone � �kT )
2 < 0:1. With these de�nitions, Fig-

ure 6 shows that the kT algorithm typically captures less ET than the cone.
We also �nd that the di�erence in ET assignment depends upon the ET of the
cone jet, and that the relative ET captured by the two algorithms depends
strongly on the value of D.
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Fig. 5. Measured uncorrected jet shapes, 	(r = 0:4), as computed using calorimetric
information, in di�erent regions of jet ET and �. Inner error bars indicate statistical
uncertainties, while outer error bars indicate the quadrature sum of statistical and
systematic errors.
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Fig. 6. The di�erence between the ET distributions of jets selected with the cone
and kT algorithms, for R and D both equal to 0.7 and �R < 0:1.


